
Press Release 

"EXISTENCE" is the SPRING SUMMER 2016 Mens Collection by the thought 
provoking Fashion Designer VINCENT LI.



WHO IS VINCENT LI? 

VINCENT LI is an Australian-made emerging Menswear Label, which offers ready-to-wear Men’s 
clothing with the alternative and ambigender styles and also reflecting East Asian philosophies. 

The designer VINCENT LI established the label in 2014. He has been a dancer, singer, I.T business 
analyst, and later studied Fashion Design in Melbourne and graduated in Hong Kong. In 
2013, Vincent Li took his internship at J.W.ANDERSON in London.  The designer has also taken 
some styling projects with the celebrities, including Hong Kong Pop Singer and Actor MR. 
William Wu, and recently Australia Voice 2014 Runner-up – Jackson Thomas. 

The brand VINCENT LI has found many men who are confident with expressing 
themselves through Fashion and Styles.  They demand more varieties in Menswear Clothing, and 
are always looking for fresh ideas away from the conventional styles. Many of male customers 
are not only interested in the Arts and Designs, but also very intellectual and open-minded.  

VINCENT LI continuously experiment with bending the established rules of Menswear, and 
blends the gentleness into the style but still masculinity. The silhouette of every collection is the key 
focus for VINCENT LI. It carefully crafts every garment with natural Luxury quality 
textile and exclusively in-house designed prints.  VINCENT LI will continue to bring 
newexcitements to the customers, and engage them with emotions, dreams and fantasies. 

THE IMPRESSION OF THE DESIGNER - Vincent Li

Vincent Li projects a quiet, shy vibrance with the poise of a  dancer when you meet him. 
One will often know he’s about by his bright energy giving laughter. All and more of these qualities 
can be discovered in his clothing. He uses both the dark and light sides of the human condition 
mixing it with a hint of orientalism. He dislikes the literal, always seeking the intellectual 
viewpoint that translates into silhouettes that emphasize the theme of each collection. 
Vincent’s designs are a performance of shapes and colours that meld the conventional 
and unconventional into an understated artisanship through his signature prints he painstakingly 
develops. 

He is a man who always looks ahead and never turns back, but also sees beauty in what has passed 
on. He is a person of many complex facets, on one hand expressing the enthusiastic innocence and 
joy of a child, but at other times can show deep and sometimes convoluted cerebral 
machinations of the adult, all this is reflected in the different pieces in each collection. 

Vincent revels in his oriental heritage but loves to meld this with the traditions of western forms in 
clothing. Seeing and wearing his clothes is an adventure, possibly a hint of femininity but not losing 
its masculinity, it’s a bit of an experiment but most of all fun that uplifts one’s spirit and engenders 
awe in those looking at the wearer! 



V I N C E N T  L  I
S  P R I N G  S U M M E R  2 0 1 6  M E N S

" E  X I S T E N  C E  "
We have slowly lost the ability to think, and the forms of our bodies are dislocated, stretched, and 

twisted, “How to exist in this world?” By constantly torturing, doubting and questioning, the 

sense of presence reminds and alerts us to think about our own existence, the meaning of 

existence, how to exist, as well as how to live better.

The song “Existence”, which is written by the Chinese rock singer - WANG FENG, has 

a positive rather than negative meaning even decadent, and a truly authentic feel. It 

expressed a feel of vicissitudes commonly found among eastern Asian artists, but the lyrics 

empowered and spirited audiences, and allowed us to release our emotions even though 

the direction of our life may become blurring, confused, and lost.  

The collection explores existentialism in art, and is an expression of the meaning of existence that 

the designer Vincent Li explores alternative styles against the established rules of menswear. 

This collection is to celebrate our individualities, and dress us with confidence, attitude, and 

freedom.

“BEAUTY EXISTS BECAUSE PERFECTION DOES NOT” 
– VINCENT LI

OUR OFFICE

VINCENT LI PTY LTD

50 BOYD ST RICHMOND VIC AUSTRALIA 3121 

Phone:  (+61)431176876

Website: www.vincentli.com.au

Email: vincent@vincentli.com.au
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